1) Assisted Areas with Convention links and flyers updates.

2) Added last Regional meetings minutes to the Regional page under the Region Resources Section. Will continue to update these minutes.

3) Reached out to developers for site and increased upload document size to 10MB (from 2MB) to help with uploading larger documents.

4) Web servant sub-committee meeting was tentative for Nov 2 @ 1PM MSO office meeting room. Was not able to facilitate meeting due to my employment requirements that caused me to work into the weekends. Will reschedule time permitting.

5) Main Metro Detroit Region page has outdated links as conventions have concluded. Removed outdated links.

6) Discussed YAP solution with Stuart for feasibility of using for Helpline volunteers.

7) Still need to determine what Web Servant Area positions are open and update a contact list on the Metro Detroit Region page. Also, may be prudent to update contact information for Region Committee members. May be a good idea to also have the areas include their service member contacts on the Area pages.
Minutes are obvious. Still need to gather and post all forms to Areas and Region.

Verified MSO meeting change requests and updated BMLT

This concludes my report.

In service,
Jim Watson
Jwatson12@gmail.com
734-756-2331
Hi All,

Quick update. I have cleaned up the website substantially since Sunday to remove old broken, links, clean up widgets and remove old files. Overall consistency and navigation is improved. Will also be validating the Detroit Metro Meeting list on the web site with a printed copy from the MSO this afternoon.

As I am going through all the areas, I noticed there are different email addresses assigned for the webservants as it relates to the contact form on each areas site.

Can anyone tell me who is currently monitoring the following accounts? I need to see if these need to be reset or changed for any new webservants:

Blue Water: porrittandsons@yahoo.com
Central Detroit: mdrwebservant@gmail.com
Detroit Tri-City: mdr.webservant@michigan-na.org
Macomb Area: Macombwebpage@gmail.com
Monroe Area: monroe.area@yahoo.com
Oakland County: oa.webservant@gmail.com
Western Wayne: WWCA.Webservant@gmail.com

Hi All,

Part of the reason I am asking for any clarification on these emails is these are the email accounts that are contacted if an addict clicks on the contact tab to send an email for a particular area. If there is a suffering addict or concerned family member - and no one responds, that can't be good.

In fact, it might be a good idea to see about integrating this with YAP at some point or at the very least send out an auto response with 911 info or helpline number.

We can always change these to the webservant personal account if needed. For the areas with no webservant we can use the mdrwebservant@gmail.com acct or I can use my account.

Jim W.
734-756-2331

Calvin S. Has also been added as a webservant for Detroit Central. He already has access to the BMLT server.

e-mail: calvidspencer@live.com
Detroit Central now has 2 webservants: Kirsten H and Calvin S.

Kirsten and Calvin, please work together on the web site and let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Jimm W
734-756-2331

Need to make a correction. Kirsten is Detroit Central. Calvin is Detroit East.

Permissions for both are updated in Wordpress.

Apologies for the confusion.

I was just informed by the MSO there was a hang-up on the latest meeting list print between one and two weeks.

Once this new list comes out I will work with the webservants to consolidate all the web meeting lists.

Good morning,

You have been identified as Area Webservants for the Metro Detroit Region through our WordPress michigan-na.org site.

This e-mail is to confirm we are having Webservant subcommittee meeting on December 14, 2019 between 1:00 and 4:00 PM.

Location will be at the MSO located at 726 Livernois, Ferndale, MI 48220.

We will plan to meet each other and start to go over Wordpress practices and BMLT.

We will also log any concerns or ideas to be submitted back to the Region.

Agenda to follow.